Individualization of abdominopelvic CT protocols with lower tube voltage to reduce i.v. contrast dose or radiation dose.
The purpose of this study was to validate an individualized approach to contrast-enhanced body CT using size-specific tube potential selection to reduce either i.v. contrast or radiation dose while maintaining diagnostic image quality. With a validated noise insertion method and retrospective image quality assessment (scale 1-5, ≥ 3 acceptable), the lowest acceptable iodine contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was determined for 25 body CT examinations. Age-appropriate CT protocols with size-specific tube potential selection were then developed to accomplish two goals: i.v. contrast dose reduction for patients 50 years old and older and radiation dose reduction for patients younger than 50 years. After implementation, subjective and objective image quality metrics were retrospectively compared between the individualized scans and previous fixed-tube-potential scans. Diagnostically acceptable iodine CNR was achieved with use of up to 40% dose reduction from the baseline protocol. At this dose level, results of logistic regression analysis predicted 94% probability of acceptable image quality. With the individualized protocols that targeted this iodine CNR, 84 patients 50 years old and older had a mean i.v. contrast dose reduction of 26% (100.9 ± 20.7 mL vs 136.2 ± 24.9 mL; p < 0.001) with unchanged image quality scores (4.6 ± 0.5 vs 4.6 ± 0.4; p = 0.160). Thirty patients younger than 50 years had a mean radiation dose reduction of 41% (mean volume CT dose index, 11.6 ± 5.3 mGy vs 19.7 ± 7.8 mGy; p < 0.001) with acceptable but slightly reduced mean image quality scores (4.1 ± 0.4 vs 4.7 ± 0.4; p < 0.001). With the use of age-appropriate scan protocols and size-specific selection of tube potential, acceptable image quality can be maintained while i.v. contrast dose or radiation dose is substantially lowered.